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Helping employee health status directly influence employee work
behavior, work attendance, on-the-job performance for a more
productive workforce. 
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C O N T E N T S



In health and social services, we are facing a serious workforce shortage complicated by a fatigue in
our remaining workforce. Many organizations have 25% unfilled positions with 40% of staff wanting
to leave their positions or change careers. As providers, how do we attract new staff, and retain and
support existing staff so that we can continue to provide high-quality services? This concept paper
provides ideas on how to attract and retain a healthy workforce.

Opeeka's mission is to promote well-being for all, including our
workforce. We provide technology that enables building and
retaining a healthy and resilient workforce.

The theme is that as long as we put people at the center of the
work and remember that it is about the process and not the
paperwork, then we will move forward. Connect around
compassion and open and honest communication. First do
assessments and make sure that the work environment is safe
physically and emotionally. 

Opeeka's advantage is that our Success-Focused Artificial
Intelligence (SF-AI) engines use a person-centered approach to
pinpoint exactly how to maximize resilience for all unique
employees.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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In this concept paper we will discuss identifying and establishing core values and company culture,
hiring staff, developing a success-focused performance evaluation and testing the waters of
workforce well-being with pulse surveys.



Fostering teamwork
Leading innovation
Driving vision
Being driven
Having appreciation
Staying trustworthy
Changing Lives
Building resilience
Striving for excellence

Opeeka's Core Values

Review lists of potential core values (search online),

and identify 20 that you think that the organization

does well today; Identify another 5 that you want to

strive to do well in the future.  

Survey all employees on the 20 core values for how

well they think you are doing today. Survey employees

on the importance to them for the additional five

areas.

 Of the 20 surveyed, identify the top rated core values

(<10). These become the organizations core values

today. Of the 5 surveyed, identify the top 1-2 areas of

importance to strive to build strength in.

 Schedule regular short pulse surveys (less than 10

questions) to ask about core values, at least quarterly.

Workforce resilience begins with the culture of the

organization. Establishing and monitoring core values is a

powerful way to establish and maintain core culture.

Opeeka's core values listed above were established

through focus groups and surveys of employees.

Capturing employee voice builds strong culture. Here are

some suggested steps to establish employee driven core

values.

1.

2.

3.

4.

By making employees voices central to the values of the

organization, the organization will build resilience in its

workforce. P-CIS can quickly and easily capture employee

voice through open-ended questionnaires, surveys, and

short pulse surveys.
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C O R E  V A L U E S  &  O R G A N I Z A T I O N  C U L T U R E

Core values
represent how its
employees would

describe the
organization today.



Communication
Honesty
Dependability
Teamwork
Flexibility
Self-resilience
Eagerness to learn
Work ethic
Determination
Problem-solving skills
Positivity

Qualities Employers Value
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H I R I N G  S T A F F

You will never have more of an employees attention and willingness to
provide information than at the time of hiring. It is important at the
time of hiring to listen and ask. Skills can be learned, and an
organization can optimize retention by matching applicant values to
organizational culture. It is important to first establish core values (see
page 2) of the organization before hiring to meet those values.  

If you currently have or want to implement pre-hiring assessment of
core value and skills, P-CIS can help you understand which responses
are most important for success in your organization. P-CIS machine
learning and success-focused artificial intelligence (SF-AI) engines
identify which combination of skills and values perform well in which
types of positions. 

Skill markers that group
together for employees
Skill markers which match well
to certain positions
Employees with similar skill
markers
Skill markers that are
associated with performance

P-CIS Formulates:

SKILL MARKERS

Success-Focused
Artificial Intelligence
(SF-AI) learns what

works.

Many organizations have
found ways to attract

new staff from increased
compensation (wages,

bonuses, perks) by
repurposing money

otherwise spent on pre-
pandemic activities, such

as travel.



Espouse a resilience framework
Focus on skills and strengths
Identify employee professional goals
Communicate organizational goals
Be solution focused
Use compassionate wording
Ask for feedback
Identify ways to support
Consider secondary trauma
Reflect organizational core values
Elicit ideas to improve process
Don't blame the people if you can fix the process

Success-Focused Performance
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P E R F O R M A N C E  E V A L U A T I O N

There is nothing more fear invoking for an employee than to wait an entire year to endure a negative
performance review. One way to earn trust is to create human resource and personnel policies that reflect
that an organization values its workforce. Organizations that write policies with a resilience framework and
focus on building strengths within personnel build stronger relationships with their employees. 

Culture begins with the language that the organization uses. Annual performance review templates, for
example, often contain autocratic phrases. Organizations looking to change culture can rewrite policies and
processes with success-focused wording aligned with organizational core values (see page 2). For example,
consider taking a strength-based approach to responses. In this case, the employee is rated on a Likert scale of
strength from "skill needs development" to "centerpiece skill" as seen in the figure below. 

This employee is showing signs
of fatigue. Last year, the
employee rated higher in most
skills, dropping from a total
score of 69 to 46. This suggests
the need for early intervention.

Intervention Idea: 
Suggest that employees locate a
"Resilience Partner" in the
organization. This is a peer that
they can meet with for 15
minutes each week to discuss
work challenges and brainstorm
solutions. Allow employees to
meet weekly with a resilience
partner, if they choose to
participate in this intervention.

This YearLast Year
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P E R F O R M A N C E  E V A L U A T I O N

When an organization hires, it is common to ask applicants about professional goals. This question should be
repeated each year to ensure that the employee's professional goals continue to align with that of their
position and advancement path.

Lastly, consider the organization processes and procedures. Are staff overwhelmed with burdensome
documentation? Can the organization diagram workflow and create efficiencies within processes for staff? It
is a good time annually to re-evaluate the efficiency of processes. Ask staff where processes could be
improved. Using P-CIS for documentation, for example, can reduce time spent filling out forms because P-CIS
automates form completion from existing information.

Texting/emailing questionnaires to staff for
quick response

Scheduling regular re-assessments

Automatically populating customizable
dashboards for real-time monitoring of culture

Track change to responses over time to see how
culture is trending

P-CIS Helps Establish Resilient Organizational
Culture by:
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P U L S E  S U R V E Y S

During this time of constant change to adapt to an evolving pandemic, it is more important than ever to take a
pulse of workforce well-being at regular intervals. An efficient way to measure workforce resilience is through
a pulse survey. 

What Is a Pulse Survey? It is a simple and efficient mechanism for "taking the pulse" of staff on just a few
topics at a time. Unlike a traditional survey, which is often bound to measuring specific topics or content, pulse
surveys’ content should be adjusted to meet real-time organizational goals. Pulse surveys should measure
recent status over the last week or up to 90 days.

The 3 Important Pulse Survey Elements:

Effective pulse surveys often have overarching elements which fall into the following 3 large categories or
buckets:

‘Real-Time’ Responses: Since pulse surveys only have a few questions, they ensure you get quick, accurate,
and a lot of responses. Remember: A ‘good survey response rate’ ensures larger and better data. Unlike
traditional surveys, you do not have to wait one full year for pulse surveys. This helps in addressing concerns
as and when they arise, making organizations more agile.

Tracking Actionable Data: Since pulse surveys focus on one aspect, you get clear and concise feedback that
you can act on right away. It makes it easy to devise new action plans and initiatives. These surveys can be
instrumental in learning how staff sentiment about one thing or aspect changes over a period. They are short
and hence easy to deploy frequently.

‘Real Understanding’ Through Engagement: Since you have frequent and current information from
employees themselves, you can act to improve upon your organizational processes connected to employees.
Organizations should know how employees feel on a regular basis, not just a ‘one and done’ annual work-
review.  Using staff pulse studies, organization administrators’ can investigate and understand the basics and
‘day-to-day’ aspects of their organization which affect both employee experiences and workplace culture.
Increased ‘employee voice’  translates into better staff productivity, morale, satisfaction, and retention.

Keep it short - 10 questions or less
Set expectations - provide information about how the survey information will be used
Educate - tell them why they are being asked to complete the survey and what it will do for them
Make them feel safe – tell them how the results will be handled with care
Remind - text message reminders, email reminders
Make it convenient – create ease of data entry 
Don’t waste their time – don’t make them enter information already on file
Use compassion – select & word the questions in a way that considers their needs
Provide recognition – provide feedback on % of workforce completing the survey
Give back the results - give them a report with a friendly layout of the results of the survey
Contextualize the results – tell them what the results mean
Show progress – use the results to implement change

Maximize Engagement in Pulse Surveys by:



Empower the voice of your workforce in a structured way
Locate challenges early and prevent escalation
Identify skills gaps
Identify workflow barriers
Improve efficiency and processes
Easily identify areas for innovation or improvement
Increase workforce well-being and engagement
Increase productivity and performance
Retain talent

Focuses on one or two particular topics of interest
Includes action-oriented questions
Should be associated with a post-survey intervention when responses indicate that action is needed
Allows Human Resources to have a structured conversation with groups of employees, to gather feedback
efficiently
Are not anonymous
Should include re-assessment after intervention to evaluate improvements related to changes made

Anonymous surveys are thought to accommodate for lack of trust
Build trust with staff by engaging them in the process to build the culture
Non-anonymous surveys pinpoint specifically where the organization can improve how it supports staff
Organizations are more effective when they can measure change over time for specific staff groups
Staff trust organizations when staff feel heard

Here are some reasons why to use a pulse survey, collecting ‘real-time’ insights you can:

How is a Pulse Survey Different from an Employee Satisfaction Survey?

Anonymous or Non-Anonymous Surveys?
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P U L S E  S U R V E Y S

PULSE
SURVEY

Real-time 
Responses

Understanding
through Engagement

Tracking Actionable
Data



Teamwork Pulse Survey

    1. How would your rate the organization's overall level of teamwork?

    2. With whom do you experience a sense of teamwork? (Check all that apply.)

   
   3. What activities support your ability to participate in teamwork (Check all that apply.)

  
   4. What are barriers that you experience for teamwork? (Check all that apply.)

   5. What are ways that you could be more efficient in your job through teamwork? How would teamwork help
        you?

20% Outcome, Measurement-Focused questions (2 Questions)
70% Driving, Action-Orientated Questions (7 Questions)
10% Open-Answer, Qualitative Questions (1 Question)

Three main question types: 

Outcome Questions: These are designed to measure trends or the impact of an initiative over time. It’s a good
idea to use a scale for these questions so you can gauge the strength of feeling. 

Driving Questions: These types of questions help you determine the key drivers for the issues you are trying
to measure. It could be agency practices, culture, or behaviors-the aim here is to identify actions and solutions.
 
Open-Answer Questions: These questions invite employees to write their own responses. It’s an opportunity
to gain deeper and more valuable insights. However, open-text questions can be hard to analyze, so keep them
to a minimum. 

Opeeka’s Pulse-Survey 2:7:1 Rule (10 Question Survey): 

Here is an example of a 5-question pulse survey around teamwork. In this example, there are five questions
with a 1:3:1 ratio of outcome (1), driving (2-4) and open-answer (5).
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P U L S E  S U R V E Y S

Very high High Developing Needs Development

My Manager Within my Unit Between Departments With Leadership

With Customers None of the above

Meetings

Informal unplanned chats

Email conversations Message boards Direct messaging One-on-one calls

Structured social ("fun") activities Lunches Chit chat

Other:

Too much solitary work (e.g., documentation) Not enough meetings Too many meetings

No time for unstructured communication Workload is overwhelming Culture

Other:
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Purpose: It is crucial to have a plan to respond to the results. If the data show low satisfaction, what will
you do? Don’t ask questions about topics that you are not prepared to act on.

Frequency: You must take into consideration things such as what aspects are being measured and how
they will be affected over time. You may conduct a few surveys and then figure out the right survey
cadence for your organization. 

Spot-On Questions: This is imperative to solicit appropriate employee feedback. The questions must be
applicable to your organization. Don't include questions or responses that don't relate to your employees.
Use the templates, customize what you must to get actionable insights.

Right-Size: Pulse surveys, by nature, are meant to be short and simple. You need to be mindful of that and
not prepare long surveys such as your annual or bi-annual employee satisfaction surveys. Another reason
to keep them short is to encourage employee participation.

Understand & Use Data: Use of analytics on your data to uncover gap areas, discover trends, and figure
out patterns. Your feedback data is of no use if you do not make use of it to bring about necessary changes.

5-Factors-of-Pulse-Survey Effectiveness: 

P U L S E  S U R V E Y S

Opeeka provides several templates to start from for your workforce well-being survey, as a
suggestion. You can use your own surveys more modify one of these as a starting point. 

Automated insights use Success-Focused Artificial Intelligence (SF-AI) to pinpoint areas of focus that
will have the most impact on workforce well-being.

Longitudinal changes are tracked so that you can see if your workforce well-being interventions are
working, and for whom.

Quick and easy mobile-friendly email or text links allow staff completion in seconds.

Opeeka’s Advantage. The Person-Centered Intelligence Solution (P-CIS) has several advantages for
workforce surveys:

Watch P-CIS in Action (8 min. video)

https://b.link/pulsesurveydemo
https://b.link/pulsesurveydemo
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Benefits of a pulse survey 

Cost-efficient: Pulse surveys do not take a lot of time to administer, to interpret as well as to analyze,
incorporating agency solution strategies.

Convenient and accessible: Organizations using pulse surveys can easily adapt them into existing
organization structures. Therefore, no significant ‘up-front’ work is needed which avoids adding additional
burden or stress to staff and/or administrators. Once a survey is deployed, respondents can take it anytime
and anywhere as per their convenience.

Reach: Using the variety of online methods (cell phone, tablets, computers) you can reach all your employees
quickly and efficiently…as opposed to offline surveys or meetings. This helps in gathering more responses,
which is always better to get more data and accurate survey results.

Fast results: As soon as you send pulse surveys, you start getting responses from your employees. P-CIS
automatically begins building insights as soon as the first response arrives. You deploy a survey, and you can
have actual data that you can refer to and use right away. 

Custom surveys: While Opeeka provides some examples of employee pulse surveys, you can always modify
them or create new surveys to suit your organization’s needs. 

Person-Centered:  Measuring change over time through re-assessment of individuals allows SF-AI to identify
what is best for whom.

P U L S E  S U R V E Y S
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Workforce well-being is important to the success of an organization. Employees are the most valuable asset,
and they are hard to find and keep in this environment. There are several ways an organization can build and
retain a resilient workforce, as summarized above.

Opeeka has created a Person-Centered Intelligence Solution (P-CIS) that can reduce time spent on
documentation, increase efficiency of structured communication with staff, monitor workforce well-being
outcomes in real-time, direct efforts to improve workforce well-being, and measure the impact of intervention
efforts.

Email info@opeeka.com for more information or visit opeeka.com/workforce for more information.

C O N C L U S I O N

Identify organizational core values
Hire staff with values that match organization and position
Find creative ways to compensate staff
Rewrite policies with a resilience framework
Evaluate processes and workload that burden staff
Establish success-focused performance evaluations
Engage workforce regularly with pulse surveys
Monitor changes in workforce well-being over time
Improve workforce well-being through purposeful interventions
Take a person-centered approach and identify what works for whom

Building and Retaining a Resilient Workforce

https://www.opeeka.com/workforce

